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H539620 Conway Road – Virtual Public Meeting, 3/23/2022

Zoom Meeting Transcript

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

00:38:54We appreciate you being here this evening.

00:38:58My name is Adam greenstein i'm the project manager for the economy record or study being
conducted by the incremental county department of public works.

00:39:07A couple of housekeeping items real quick before we get started, as you might have seen when you
entered the room this meeting is being recorded.

00:39:15In addition to that, and audio transcription will be saved so both the recording and the transcription
will be added to our project website.

00:39:23As early as possible next week will need a couple of days to edit the files and post them, so it will be
available for everyone to see on the project web page So if you wanted to see the recording again look
through that discussion you're more than welcome to do so.

00:39:36If needed, you can request closed captions for our host via button at the bottom of your screen, that
you should be able to see.

00:39:45You can request a live transcript to using the more button.

00:39:48Which is on the right side of the bottom of your screen on the toolbar if you have any issues feel free
to enter in the chat and let me know if you have any problems and i'll work with our hosts this evening to try to
get that resolved.

00:40:00This evening, our meeting will begin with a presentation about 20 to 25 minutes or so.

00:40:04it's a pre recorded presentation and it will be shared, on your screen, along with audio so please
make sure to stay muted, so we don't get any feedback and make sure it's as large as possible and make sure
that your sound is on as well.

00:40:16This same recording will also be loaded to the project web page early next week.

00:40:22So, in case you just wanted to see the presentation recording but not necessarily the entire meeting
recording you're welcome to do so and we'll notify everyone when that's available, but we recommend you
checking out the website probably around Tuesday or Wednesday.

00:40:39In case.

00:40:41Just a couple of other notes here will also share a PDF version of the slides if you just wish to see
that visual content will also be posted on the project web page next week.

00:40:49All this content will be available through and past the end of the public comment period, which ends
on April 1 and you're free you're free to provide input and ask questions.
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00:40:59But the comments that will be provided as part of the public comment period will only be those
through the end of next week.

00:41:05At the end of the day, on April 1.

00:41:08Any comments provided tonight anything by email any phone calls any other input, there will be
comments posted anything that requires a response to provide clarification from the county project team.

00:41:18will be posted on the site as well there'll be a document with all the comments anything needing a
specific response for clarification.

00:41:25In addition to any questions, we will provide answers to those questions as well, whether it's we are
able to answer it tonight, or if it requires some internal discussion on our project team.

00:41:35We will be able to provide those answers that information will be provided, after the end of the public
comment period, so we can make sure we can compile every single comment all questions that we receive
that will be posted in early April, so you can digest that as well.

00:41:50For that information, once the project website is considered, complete with that additional information
after the end of April will send notifications to the community leaders and elected officials, so we can get the
word out.

00:42:01So you can check out those answers to your questions any follow up related to comments.

00:42:08We do for kindly request that you stay muted throughout the duration of the meeting.

00:42:13Our host will be keeping an eye on muting just to make sure that there's no extra background noise
no feedback to make sure that anyone speaking can be heard loud and clear, especially.

00:42:22members of the public and communities like yourselves so everyone can be heard on the recording
and we can make sure that we clearly understand comments and concerns and discuss those questions along
the way.

00:42:33If you do wish to ask a question or provide a comment, please use the raise hand feature.

00:42:38If you're not familiar with the raise hand feature in zoom at the bottom of your screen you'll see a
button that says reactions, with a SMILEY face and a plus sign just above it click that and then there's a button
that says raise.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

00:42:53Please make sure to use that and not the other features above make sure that you click the button
that says raise hand what we'll do is in the order of the requests from raising hands that we received will ask
you to unmute.

00:43:04Whether it comes from the host who will send you a prompt on your screen or all.

00:43:09Mention you by name and you're welcome to unmute when you're done with your comment or
question, please make sure to meet yourself at the end and we appreciate your flexibility and understanding
and that process.
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00:43:22i'd like to go through some brief introductions for the project team i'm not going to introduce everyone
on the county's project team this evening.

00:43:28I just want to highlight a couple of key folks and then what i'd also like to do is, if you are with the
county's consultant.

00:43:35With the county or with the Maryland Department of Transportation if you wouldn't mind and your
name on the screen editing your name, so it shows who you represent one member of the project team,
whether it's the county office, the state or consultant team from a calm.

00:43:50That way, you can get a better idea of who we are.

00:43:53dentists Simpson from a calm, is our consultants project manager Dennis Would you mind doing a
brief introduction and i'm meeting yourself.

Dennis Simpson, AECOM

00:44:06hi def Simpson i'm project manager for a calm we're assisting the county with doing the study of can
we wrote quarter.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

00:44:14Thanks so much Dennis there are several others from the county and the state, as I mentioned in our
consultant team a consultant team as Dennis mentioned is from a calm, we have folks from the Department of
Public Works the office of transportation, the office of planning and zoning.

00:44:29The Department of recreation and parks, the county by commissioning bike AAA and some folks from
internal county public schools, not every person from all those divisions are on the call tonight.

00:44:40What I meant to say is that they're members of our project team, so if there's a question comes
comes up that we cannot answer for you will get in touch.

00:44:47With one of them get you in contact with them, so we can answer those questions and make sure that
you get the information that you need.

00:44:55just wanted to provide one quick disclaimer on the project itself before we begin the presentation and
I appreciate your patience with these housekeeping notes.

00:45:02We sincerely appreciate the folks who have reached out to us by providing comments on the project
website, we received a good number of emails phone calls.

00:45:11and other information from members of your communities with input and questions and concerns
about the project and we understand that there are a lot of questions related to existing.

00:45:22planned and future potential developments in the vicinity of the conway record or the goal of this
study is to account for general growth in the area generally considering what those developments might look
like.

00:45:35and considering things that are definitely plan to happen, which we'll get to in detail things that we're
not quite sure about.

00:45:42So.
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00:45:44The future of the corridor is intended to generally account for what the roadway might need to look
like in the future to account for how the county is growing.

00:45:52How these developments are coming in, but the goal is not necessarily directly to address those
development questions, we can.

00:45:59work with you to communicate with the office of transportation and the office of planning and zoning
at the county to delve into those in a little bit more detail.

00:46:07So if you have do have questions about that may be best to address those either in an email or
separate phone call to me and my contact information will be made available in the chat and in the
presentation we'll go through some of that information during the presentation itself.

00:46:22The presentation will also include information on other projects, not necessarily tied to development
that involved the Maryland Department of Transportation state highway administration and other partners.

00:46:32For the county will make sure to highlight that we get a chance, including some that are already in
planning and design.

00:46:40With That being said, Dennis i'd like to turn it turn it over to you and the a calm team for any other
preliminary notes and then to start our presentation.

Dennis Simpson, AECOM

00:46:56Thanks Adam, I will just say we've got a couple of folks here from a common on the on the call to be
able to answer questions related to traffic, the future forecast existing traffic conditions.

00:47:10As well as.

00:47:12Some of the material that's being presented in terms of testing conditions with that i'll turn it back over
to Adam to go ahead and start the presentation.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

00:47:22Great thanks, give me just one second to pull that up.

00:47:46Second, sorry some technical difficulties, but thank you for your patience i'm going to share my
screen.

00:47:51i'm going to share my sound.

00:48:03If you do have any issues seeing the presentation, please let me know in the chat I want to make
sure that everyone can see the content that we have here today.

Unknown Speaker

00:48:23Thank you for your interest in the conway road corner study county project number H 539620.

00:48:32The following presentation highlights the initial phases of the transportation facility planning process
for an arundel county department of public works for this segment of conway road between Maryland route
three and conway's Western at terminus.
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00:48:51This presentation will touch on the following topics a general overview of the study area and some of
its defining characteristics, a summary of the county's purpose for pursuing this project highlights of the
phases of the planning process for this study.

00:49:09A review of documented existing conditions within the study area, including various transportation
facilities resources traffic safety flood zones, etc.

00:49:21A summary of the planned changes anticipated to occur that affect the study area, a discussion of the
needs identified for the study area that the county will look to address.

00:49:33an overview of the alternatives development and screening process with an example of a preliminary
conceptual improvement and information on how you can provide your input and communicate with the study
TEAM members.

00:49:50The conway road study area is focused on the approximately 3.2 mile segment from Maryland three
to the western terminus near the St john me Zion church.

00:50:03There is one signals intersection at Maryland three crane highway one round about intersection at
patuxent road slash Meyer station road inside street stock controlled intersections found throughout the Court
or.

00:50:18Under the county functional classification system conway road between Maryland three and the
roundabout is functionally classified as minor arterial with a posted speed limit of 40 miles per hour.

00:50:31And as a collector from the roundabout to the western terminus with it posted speed limit of 30 miles
per hour these classifications are reflective of the way conway functions within the local transportation system
and relates to traffic volumes speeds and surrounding land uses.

00:50:51This study also acknowledges the abundant sensitive natural and historic, cultural resources private
properties and the productive parklands that comprise the land uses surrounding conway road patuxent road
and fire station road.

00:51:11arundel county department of public works is conducting the economy road corner study to provide
accessible pedestrian and bicycle facilities along conway road.

00:51:22necessary to enhance pedestrian and bicycle mobility and safety and provide improve connectivity to
existing and plan facilities.

00:51:32Reduce conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians and bicyclists address via killer accessibility,
issues related to roadway flooding and closures.

00:51:42enhance traffic operations within the study area along conway road and reduce complex between
fixed objects and vehicles within the study area.

00:51:54The an arundel county transportation facility planning process for this study has been segmented into
three phases.

00:52:03Phase one have focused on data collection and documentation of existing conditions, these will be
the baseline functions, against which all proposed improvements will be comparatively assess.

00:52:16phase to where we are now includes developing project purpose and need evaluating traffic
operations under future no bill conditions.
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00:52:25Conducting initial public outreach and the assessment of preliminary conceptual solutions to address
study area needs.

00:52:34Phase three will involve the completion of the study with a final report that provides recommended
improvements and documents additional Community input on the recommendations.

00:52:46Once phase three of this study is completed the county will determine if funding can be allocated
towards the design and implementation of recommended improvements there are currently no funding
provisions nor set timeline for subsequent design and implementation phases.

00:53:06For the purposes of this study economy road has been divided into six distinct segments, as shown.

00:53:14These segments reflect changes and roadway characteristics like increases or decreases in number
of lanes posted speed limits roadway with.

00:53:24presence of pedestrian facilities and or changes in adjacent land uses.

00:53:30These typical sections depictions of the roadway cross section us to illustrate the general composition
of the transportation features.

00:53:39are also provided in the existing conditions technical report available to view on the project web page
these segments will be used as a study considers possible improvements and evaluates potential impacts.

00:53:56As shown on the figure, there are few existing dedicated pedestrians bicycle facilities along conley
road.

00:54:05There is one relatively short segment of existing sidewalk along the North side of conway road.

00:54:10Between Maryland three and the entrance to the Princess shopping Center there are no pedestrian
crossing facilities provided at the Maryland three intersection.

00:54:20For more experienced bicyclists there are existing eight foot shoulders from the Princess shopping
Center entrance to just west of the anchor concrete products facility.

00:54:31The web and a trail a dedicated bicycle sash pedestrian shared us path to versus the study area and
provide some pedestrian slash bike accommodations along conway road at the two rivers development.

00:54:45As part of the assessment of existing conditions, the county conducted an analysis of the experience
most pedestrians and bicyclists would encounter along conway road.

00:54:56An assessment of bicycles level of traffic stress was conducted using adopted Maryland Department
of Transportation methodology.

00:55:05Where roadway segments are evaluated and assign a score of zero through five with the zero being
a facility suitable for all ages and abilities, such as a shared use path.

00:55:17And a five being bicycle access prohibited most of conway road score at high levels of three or four
indicating bicycle is riding on the segments of conway should be enthused and confidence score of three or
strong and fearless score of four.
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00:55:35Where the web and a trail runs parallel to economy road, the level of traffic stress is zero or all ages
and abilities.

00:55:45Similarly, the county assessor pedestrian level of comfort using adopted Montgomery county planning
department methodology.

00:55:54which has been deemed inappropriate methodology for use in other locations around Maryland and
has been coordinated with the Maryland Department of Transportation.

00:56:04pedestrian level of comfort evaluations great facilities with a score ranging between one and four with
one being very comfortable and for being undesirable.

00:56:16Because there is no walkway along most of conway road the pedestrian level of comfort is
undesirable score for in most roadway sections were web and a trail runs parallel to conway road the
pedestrian level of comfort is very comfortable score of one.

00:56:38The study area contains abundant sensitive natural resources, water resources, like rivers streams
wetlands and boggs mature forested areas protected lands floodplains and dwelling habitat for sensitive
species.

00:56:54As possible improvements are evaluated the county will be cognizant of the potential to negatively
impact these resources and look to minimize avoid and document associated risks to consider, as part of the
decision making process.

00:57:14The study area also contains extensive culturally and historically significant properties and features
that the county will look to avoid or minimize potential negative effects to contributing elements.

00:57:27conway road patuxent road and Meyer station road are all designated scenic and historic rose by
Anne arundel county.

00:57:36These designations set design limitations on extent of changes to existing facility characteristics that
can be approved, public safety and adequate transportation accommodations must be provided, but the
ultimate design must account for the.

00:57:52resource manager of these facilities and the surrounding resources.

00:57:57As shown in the figure the Woodward avail historic district along patuxent road is on the national
register of historic places, and there are several properties identified by the Maryland inventory historic
properties within this study area.

00:58:15Existing traffic conditions are graded based on operational levels of service during peak periods of
travel when traffic volumes are at the highest levels.

00:58:25For the transportation research boards highway capacity manual intersections are assigned a grade
A through F.

00:58:33Based upon a ratio of traffic volumes available capacity and travel delays great a is considered a free
flow conditions, with little to no delays.

00:58:44and great F represents complete congestion with extensive travel delays for the purposes of this
study the county considers great at D, as the worst acceptable condition.
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00:58:55roundabouts and signaling intersections are assessed using the weighted average delay for each
approach using different levels of service benchmarks to great operational functions.

00:59:06To way stock control controlled intersections are assessed using the delay of the worst performing
approach as Wayne only the more free flowing movements wouldn't fully reflect the level of service
experienced by all users.

00:59:23Based upon the peak hour traffic volumes and delay data collected, as part of this study.

00:59:28conway road is currently experiencing inadequate operations at the Maryland route three slash
conway road in our section and at the Princess shopping Center entrance to conway road.

00:59:40For the existing conditions report all movements at the Maryland brute three in our section.

00:59:46operate at level of service of E except northbound and southbound Maryland three through
movements and the northbound eastbound westbound and southbound channelized yield control right turn it
movements, the approach on conway road.

01:00:04The weighted average of delay of through movements left turns right turns experience long delays
and operate at unacceptable levels during the evening peak travel times.

01:00:16In addition, vehicles that are attempting to turn left out of the Princess shopping Center during peak
periods experience long delays and failing level of service conditions.

01:00:30The county collected and documented prevailing traffic speeds at key locations along conway road
patuxent road and mire station road.

01:00:39The data is presented as 85th percentile speeds, which represents the speed at which 85% of traffic
moves at or below.

01:00:49This means that 15% of traffic travels at speeds above the 85th percentile number.

01:00:55Establishing the prevailing speeds at these locations will help engineers identify where traffic speeds
are not compatible with the roadway environment and assist with identifying measures to properly address
potential safety needs.

01:01:12Existing school bus stops are located along conway road and within the two rivers development
intermittent stops also occur at intervals along conway meyers station and patuxent roads as needed to
provide transportation for local school children.

01:01:31Currently services around at the Western terminus of conway at the St john AMA Zion church this
study intends to look for opportunities to provide an improved turnaround for buses, so they no longer need to
rely on the church parking area.

01:01:51crash data provided by the Maryland Department of Transportation illustrates the police reported
crash incidents within this study area.

01:02:00Between January 2018 and December 2020 note that the crash data presented here has been
updated and corrected through coordination efforts between the county and Maryland Department of
Transportation.

01:02:15To address a data gap identified after the existing conditions technical report and draft purpose and
need statement was initially published.
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01:02:25There were 18 reported crashes on conway road, including one involving a pedestrian fatality.

01:02:33The fatal incident occurred in 2019 on conway road approximately 0.2 miles East of the roundabout
intersection at night and wet conditions.

01:02:44groupings of crashes, have also been reported on conway road near the Maryland three intersection
and close to the Princess shopping Center.

01:02:53There were 36 reported crashes on patuxent road with higher rate of incident clusters identified at two
locations, you know would reveal and at the patuxent road web and a trail crossing.

01:03:07Most of these crashes involved fixed objects suggesting vehicles have run off road 14 of these
crashes involve injuries.

01:03:15There were two crashes documented on Meijer station road identifying potential safety needs and
looking for opportunities to enhance traffic and pedestrian bicycle safety, our primary goals and objectives for
this study.

01:03:32flooding and associated road closures are a well documented issue within this study area, particularly
along patuxent road historical data indicates the road floods on average more than four times each year.

01:03:47The county recognizes the need to try to address flooding and related road closures, to prevent
limited accessibility for residents, businesses and emergency response agencies.

01:03:59In addition to the efforts associated with this study the county is developing plans and obtaining
permits to install advanced warning signs placed at three locations on patuxent road.

01:04:12Economy road at the north end of the impacted area at sandy walkway and east of liberty bill, which
will be activated by sensors that detect high water installation is plan to begin in early 2023.

01:04:29This map highlights were flooding and road closures, have been documented, we would like to hear
from residents and those who drive through the study area for their perspectives on flooding and road
closures.

01:04:42Your first hand accounts insights ideas and suggestions are valued and will be utilized as a key
resource as we look for opportunities to address safety.

01:04:52accessibility and mobility needs for those who travel to and within the study area.

01:04:59We encourage you to provide comments specific to geographic locations via the interactive map on
the project web page click on the edit symbol and then drag your cursor over the map to the specific location
relevant to your comment slash question.

01:05:20There are many changes occurring or program to occur within this study area they include the
introduction of a plan new elementary school.

01:05:29The extension of the web, in a trail across the protection river and rehabilitation or replacement
design of the conway road bridge over the little patuxent river.

01:05:41The continued growth associated with the plan to completing of the two rivers development around
1300 more residential units are anticipated and the anticipated annual countywide population growth of 0.4%.
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01:06:00The county worked with the baltimore metropolitan Council, which is the regional metropolitan
planning organization for the baltimore metro area.

01:06:09The baltimore metropolitan Council is tasked with curating the regional transportation demand model
which is a tool used by planners and traffic engineers to develop future travel demand forecasts.

01:06:22These forecasts consider planned changes in land uses and projects that are program for
implementation, such as the new elementary school and the new two rivers homes being built.

01:06:34It incorporates anticipate in population growth forecasts and potential changes in demographics, that
could have spurred changes in transportation demand patterns.

01:06:44This traffic model was used by our traffic engineers to develop a set of forecasted at future.

01:06:52No bill peak period traffic simulations that assumed all other planned developments and projects are
to be completed between now and 2045.

01:07:02If nothing is done to change traffic operations on conway road traffic could potentially function with
notably higher delays and failing levels of service at several intersections.

01:07:13Including at Maryland three at the Princess shopping Center and at the two rivers boulevard patuxent
Ridge road intersection.

01:07:25Based upon the collected existing conditions data, a review of anticipated changes within the study
area.

01:07:32And forecast in traffic operations, the following needs have been identified and will be used for the
development and assessment of potential transportation enhancements.

01:07:44improve traffic operations and safety to enhance the experience for all modes of travel within the
corridor.

01:07:51enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and accessibility, with welcoming and convenient
facilities.

01:07:57improve access slash mobility related to flooding and road closures address potential safety concerns
related to emergency response and investigate opportunities.

01:08:08To provide redundancies within the transportation systems in the event of road closures.

01:08:14Provide context sensitive transportation facilities that blend in with surrounding land uses in a way
that combines appropriate aesthetics with functionality.

01:08:25protect the abundant sensitive resources properties and cultural elements that contribute to the
unique history of the study area.

01:08:36As potential improvement alternatives are developed, they will each go through a screening process
that begins with understanding the needs of the Community.

01:08:45and establishing goals and objectives to address known issues, as documented in the draft purpose
and need statement.
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01:08:53This fundamental step will help ensure this study team has thorough knowledge of the study area and
can properly focus resources on opportunities to enhance transportation needs.

01:09:06Step two involves the development of conceptual improvement alternatives and evaluation criteria
using public and agencies stakeholder input.

01:09:16The study team will draw on years of planning and design experience to create conceptual
improvement alternatives.

01:09:23But the public and stakeholder input we've received will be vital in helping to identify assessment
priorities necessary.

01:09:31to balance the needs of the surrounding communities and those who travel along these quarters
against the potential risks and impacts associated with implementation.

01:09:42Step three involves the screening of conceptual improvement alternatives and the documentation of
potential risks and measures of success.

01:09:52Once conceptual improvements are developed and refined they will then be evaluated against the
priorities established in step two.

01:10:00And the study team will document performance potential versus impacts and other risk related
component.

01:10:07Step four will utilize the screening process to provide recommendations on preferred feasible
conceptual improvement alternatives for future capital programming and potential implementation.

01:10:20The recommendations will incorporate suggested measures for how to move forward with further
developing the conceptual improvements to subsequent phases of funding identification permitting.

01:10:33design and implementation, as mentioned public engagement and input will be critical to the success
of this study and will be sought and applied throughout the process.

01:10:47This slide depicts a preliminary conceptual enhancement option example of the proposed typical
section from the roundabout in our section to the web and a trail.

01:10:59This proposed enhancement could include changes to conway road, such as the introduction of five
foot shoulders to address vehicle run off road incidents.

01:11:09Providing bicyclists with a more comfortable on road riding experience and enhancing site distance
around curves.

01:11:17This preliminary example has not yet been fully evaluated and is subject to change as the study
progresses the county will assess the potential impacts to resources and properties estimate associated
construction costs.

01:11:32and evaluate the risks and benefits of this enhancement option and many like it, the results of these
evaluations will be published and shared publicly in order to help solidify recommendations for next steps in
the process, if any, are determined feasible.

01:11:52your input matters we value your input and appreciate any insights you'd care to share with the study
team about your needs and concerns for the study area.
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01:12:02we'd like to hear from you about what improvements or enhancements should be investigated some
examples include but are not limited to.

01:12:10bicycle and pedestrian enhancements what types of facilities, would you like to see, and where some
examples include shared us paths sidewalks on road cycle tracks.

01:12:23Safety enhancement ideas new traffic signals warning signs pavement organs lighting what might
help pedestrians bicyclists and motor vehicles travel more safely.

01:12:36Do you have suggested methods to calm traffic and vehicle speeds help us identify locations or
psychic distance is an issue.

01:12:44Do you have thoughts on possible new access routes to bypass areas with flooding issues we
welcome and encourage sharing any suggestion and questions you may have.

01:12:56arundel county encourages your participation in this study and welcomes any feedback, you can offer
tell us what matters to you.

01:13:04Please review the existing conditions technical memo and the draft purpose and need statement and
access the interactive map via the county web page to provide your insight.

01:13:15If you have any questions, please contact Adam greenstein project manager at 443-569-9587 or
email Adam greenstein at a county.org.

01:13:31This completes our presentation, thank you for joining us and we look forward to your continued
participation in the conway wrote a quarter study.

01:13:41The following slide highlights some terms to know as a reference to elements discussed in the
presentation, the final slide it provides additional contact information for various county services.

01:13:58This slide highlights and defines a few planning terms to help you better understand the data we are
presenting and hopefully helps us all communicate more effectively together.

01:14:18You are a list of Anna arundel county departments, you can contact, if you have specific questions or
concerns, thank you for attending.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:14:37Thanks so much for your patience and listening to and viewing the presentation we do apologize for
some of the technical difficulties that we're having being able to mute participants.

01:14:49Some unexpected issues that do tend to come up in these events zoom.

01:14:53Normally works, a little bit better for us, but thank you for your cooperation, your understanding
flexibility and your patients will do our best to make sure that things mean maintain as organized and quiet as
possible, except for those who are speaking.

01:15:07What i'd like to do is when we get into the Q amp a session if needed.

01:15:14Dennis if you or someone else from your team don't mind pulling up and having at the ready a PDF
version of the slides.
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01:15:21That way, if we need to see something visually in order to help answer a question, we can always
also pull up other graphics on Google earth, if you could have a couple things ready.

01:15:30That might be most helpful.

01:15:33While we're going through this, so what i'd like to do is i'm going through the chat to see if anyone
does have a raised hand and I don't see anyone specifically i'm going to do a quick scan.

01:15:45Okay, I see one, let me just make sure I don't miss Michelle before I get to you just to make sure
okay see a couple in case there's any other issues with the zoom give me just one minute to scan all the
attendees and i'll come back so we can start that so give me just one moment.

01:16:05Okay, great.

01:16:08I see, to make sure I didn't miss anybody.

01:16:13Okay, and before we get into the Q amp a just to let you know we'll do the best we can, to answer
your questions.

01:16:19Please make sure when we do call on you to unmute and as soon as you're done with your question
or your comment, please make sure to mute yourself if we do have that background noise, we will end up
meeting everybody.

01:16:29and trying to keep things organized also, this is not the end of the conversation So if you don't get a
chance to mention a question.

01:16:35A comment anything like that, as mentioned in the presentation and on the project website feel free to
contact me anyone else on the project team with questions comments by email.

01:16:44By phone, we are here to help you and want to make sure that we can do the best that we can to
serve you in your communities with That being said.

01:16:53lenore chevelle I apologize if I did not pronounce your name correctly, but you're welcome to unmute
if you have a question or comment.

Lenore Shavell

01:17:00Thank you, I have a comment um my husband and I were involved in the backdrop on Sunday on
conway road, he was in an uber coming home from.

01:17:12target, I was driving my car home from all these days out called me to say that there was this traffic
on Comet was stopped So then, when I came to.

01:17:24Then I came to a stop so then he told me the uber driver turned on to Miller falls to get him home, I
said tell the uber driver she can't get get you home on Miller false.

01:17:34So I said tell the uber driver to turn around, so I said tell the uber driver to take you to the all these
parking lot i'll meet you back there.

01:17:41So I went around the circle came back to all these parking lot he met me there we were relieved,
because at least we were together.
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01:17:50So that was the first step of relief, then we had to figure out what to do so, we knew what it was this
backup I emailed the Community neighborhood.

01:17:59from two rivers saying don't go on conway it stopped etc, etc, and then.

01:18:06We still didn't know what to do, because we didn't know how long I was going to be stopped up so we
decided to go to dinner well, so we went.

01:18:14went to attorneys for dinner, and that dinner was good, but the thing is, it was getting later and I been
78 do not.

01:18:23Like to drive at night I don't feel I see well at night, much less on conway road, so instead of enjoying
my dinner, I was staring out the window.

01:18:32So I finally emailed again the Community say if anybody knows I I tried to Google the situational
conway could not find out whether it was open or not it was pointless for us to go back and stay in that mom
and that backup so.

01:18:46I I googled and somebody I mean I emailed and somebody's email back saying conway is now open,
so I thought yay we can go home, it was.

01:18:59Thank heavens for daylight savings time if it hadn't been daylight savings time it would have been
dark by then.

01:19:03I don't drive at night, my husband has parkinson's and Lewy bodies, he was supposed to take his
medication at six o'clock.

01:19:12But he couldn't because we were so completely messed up so anyway, and you supposed to wait for
an hour after taking medication after meals, so the heck with medication, we got home.

01:19:23At 730 goddess medication, which meant I had to wait up until 1130 to give them as next dosage
because they're asked me for hours difference, you know between dosage.

01:19:34But i'm trying to say is it was so unbelievably anxiety provoking for me and he my husband when he
gets stressed kind of loses it at times, he was great, thank God, but.

01:19:49It took me the whole next day to get over the stress, I still think i'm not if all of it, I know all this needs
to be done to improve the roads, but we've got to have another access road to this Community you we have
too many older people.

01:20:07We can't we just can't rely on COM we wrote only this is wrong so something has to happen and it
can't wait three or four years.

01:20:16that's it so what I want to say thank you for letting me know we.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:20:19We sincerely appreciate you mentioning that in that personal level of detail, we can understand that,
beyond just the need to get to and from.
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01:20:28where you live, is not just if the road is closing you want to get home a little bit sooner than it means a
lot more than that that it's about emergency situations like yours or emergency services trying to get to and
from.

01:20:38Your homes flooding roadway closures down trees now utility lines things like fires other crashes that
really disrupt.

01:20:46Your daily lives, and so, as you mentioned it's something that we're trying to address as quickly as
possible and trying to find other connections to provide alternate access is to inform the Community in that
area, so it can save you that trouble, possibly in the future.

Lenore Shavell

01:21:00Thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:21:01from others on the project team can probably highlight this a little bit more um one thing to keep in
mind is the one.

01:21:11Primary the biggest rather difficulty of trying to provide this altar connections, is that they need to go
through that.

01:21:18Engineering design process, it does take a lot of time.

01:21:21And we will continue to work with your communities to just try to find other ways to work around those
issues as possible understanding that there are severe limitations on what's out there right now.

01:21:31As the presentation noted and as other members of our project team can.

01:21:35highlight we're looking at several different alternatives.

01:21:38They come with some challenges they come with environmental risks related to wear those roads go
and they impact environmental features natural habitat waterways things like that.

01:21:46But that's, not to say they're completely out of the question and we want to make sure that we
continue to look at all available options.

01:21:52So the point that you mentioned about needing an alternate connection at least helps us to further
emphasize that need, regardless of whether our connection is to try to best suit the needs of as many of the
residents as possible.

Lenore Shavell

01:22:03Thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:22:03We thank you for raising your points we really appreciate that if you don't mind muting we would
appreciate that as well, thanks so much.

01:22:10Jim holman.
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Jim Holman

01:22:14hey everyone Adam.

01:22:17A couple couple things that are on my mind, and please forgive me if I offend anybody I don't mean
to, but when two rivers originally came in individuals who bought into the Community had to know that it was
only one way in one way out now to reverse it a nice job designing the circle.

01:22:38Which is far better than a four way stop where traffic light.

01:22:42problem is people do not yield the speed limit there is two miles per hour i've seen people coming off
the conway group toxin row.

01:22:51flying around that yield sign, as if to say you're not going to get through that yield sign on me, we had
an incident where a resident.

01:23:00had an officer approach them and ask them why they were stopping at the yield sign well they
stopped the deals on because they couldn't get out because nobody else was using proper.

01:23:12No matter which way we go and trying to add a second.

01:23:18out, so to speak, for COM we re two rivers i'm, the only way I see without involving the circle which
everything is going to come back to the circle.

01:23:28No matter where you take it off Meyer station road or you take it off patuxent road everybody going to
the circle that's where it's gonna bottleneck, what about taking conway route over to Jericho red.

01:23:43tape taken it into PG county that would be the what what I see as one, the more efficient ways to
provide two rivers, with the second out so they're not getting bottled up at the circle or conway route over tux
and reuben the floods conway protection road shuts down everybody is.

01:24:04Here at a standstill nobody's getting out back there the original residents to river residents nobody's
getting out.

01:24:14How do we go about solving that that there is a way out where we're not hitting a road that's loaded
or trees or down.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:24:23Right Thank you Mr home information that point, similar to what miss chevelle was mentioning earlier
and.

01:24:31A little bit more to highlight the specific ideas that you have in mind on other connections for conway
road to avoid issues that might occur, the roundabout or the flooding issues on patuxent.

01:24:40There are a couple of specific alternatives that we're not necessarily highlighted in detail in the
presentation if folks from the a con team or others from the county project team wanted to highlight that.

01:24:50More than welcome to add to that what some of the alternatives, we are looking at, but nothing is set
in stone and they're just recommendations, even if we were to come up with one.
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01:24:59specific recommendation does not guarantee that a future project entails that but at least we can try
to push that forward.

01:25:05Some of the alternatives we're looking at extending the Western end of conway road northward or
some other type of roadway connection up to the north, at my connected toxin road up towards the watch
apple area.

01:25:16And piney orchard parkway a couple of different options for connections down across the patuxent
river towards Prince george's county.

01:25:24as well, we are also looking at connections to the east understanding that that doesn't necessarily
help with the concerns that you raised about.

01:25:32The round about and if you're stuck with that one way in one way out type of scenario it doesn't
necessarily help you there, but those are a couple of really good points and we're glad you mentioned that will
look.

01:25:42into that a little bit further before we get to others who have their hands raised.

01:25:48If you don't mind if you've already spoken what you can do is in the raise hand feature if you go back
to do the same thing you can also lower your hand as well.

01:25:56And that might be helpful, just to me, we can make sure we know who's still waiting to provide input
comments and questions, so thank you so much.

01:26:07deseret cheek.

Desiree Cheek

01:26:15Yes, hi this is Jim cheek.

01:26:19i'm a bit of a cynic I feel like a lot of things typically are driven by other motivating factors and to me,
one of the biggest motivating factors is the potential construction of a school in this area.

01:26:33You would want to make sure that the roads are safe, before we started bringing great school
children in is there a.

01:26:40date established and, if so, what it is for construction of that school.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:26:45So I do believe we have that I don't have that in front of me.

01:26:50Brian or Dennis do you happen to have the notes from our previous discussion on the completion
date of that school, I know there is a date within the next couple of years, but I don't know that offhand.

Desiree Cheek

01:27:03Thank you said.

01:27:06If you can include it in the notes that would be good.
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Dennis Simpson, AECOM

01:27:08Absolutely had.

01:27:10It scheduled to open in the 2024 school year okay.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:27:16fall so starting with for got it fall of.

01:27:1924 thanks so much Dennis.

Desiree Cheek

01:27:20Thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:27:22Thanks, Mr cheek.

01:27:26Okay.

01:27:30Kathy freshman.

cathy Fleshman

01:27:32Can you hear me.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:27:33loud and clear.

cathy Fleshman

01:27:35I am a resident of the forks of the toxin I have lived here my entire life, I feel very sorry for the
individuals who have bought into rivers, because of developer was not honest with them, there was a lot of
things they should have known before they moved here and we're not told.

01:27:54And all the years i've lived here, yes, we have had fires we've had other incidents that have closed
the roads, and we have learned to live with it.

01:28:03And I guess one of my questions is why is the county and under the old administration, they allowed
this development, to get out of hand, it was not properly designed or implemented.

01:28:15And why do we continue to let people build more homes if they can't control the situation that we've
got now.

01:28:27wildlife, I mean we've lost millions of trees and wildlife has no place to go now so that's a
consideration, it needs to be taken into.
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01:28:41The answer to fix this, this is a crazy situation, no matter what you do you're not gonna be able to fix
this road, I mean people are going to have to give up property on either side of conway road there are water
and sewer lines underneath the ground, how are they going to do.

01:28:58To get back up in order to proceed with this.

01:29:02And then the streetlights I have gone and actually measured them there any a couple of inches from
the road and we've had a number of them taken down already I don't understand how the county could have
allowed them to put them so close to the end of the road.

01:29:17This whole thing is totally out of him.

01:29:20The multi generational part of this project, we didn't know that was coming we you know we were
screwed, just like the two rivers people, we thought it was a senior development but, as now, the county allow
them to go forward with more, this is why we're having all these issues now.

01:29:38horrible situation and there's no fixing it.

01:29:42that's all I have to say.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:29:44As freshmen, thank you for raising those points we understand that they are sensitive, they can be
contentious they can be stressful and give.

01:29:51residents and other stakeholders travelers in this area, a lot of heartache i'll try to give at least a little
bit of high level insight, which I know you've mentioned some of these points before since we've spoken and
try to provide a little insight but.

01:30:03I may ask, at least for some high level guidance from folks and a couple of different groups to help
discuss with further discuss these points.

01:30:14On the discussion of development, I agree that there are.

01:30:19Challenges and ways that we can better communicate with communities constituents residents on the
development process and how things are done granted, there are processes requirements standards and
regulations that do change over time that's not something that I get involved in.

01:30:35what's called a gross amount of detail, but there are folks on our project team from the office of
transportation and office of planning and zoning who are involved in that process, I can probably shed some
more light.

01:30:46If anyone from a low tier O P, would like to unmute and provide more insight feel free to do so.

01:30:51Otherwise, Miss flesh and what i'd like to do is ensure that that comment will be on the record and
your questions will be.

01:30:58And that way we can actually provide a detailed written response it'll go on the project web page and
i'd be also happy to discuss that further with you.

01:31:05Over the phone at some point in the next few weeks to kind of discuss that further, possibly with a
small group meeting with some of the folks from the county and the state on that process.
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01:31:14And maybe provide a little bit more insight into how some of those things happen, whether they were
good or bad.

01:31:20On this side of the potential wiping on the roadway, as you mentioned the utilities that said under the
roadway there could be potential impacts to those.

01:31:29In terms of trying to reconstruct the roadway itself.

01:31:33Since we haven't yet gotten to determining exactly what the feature roadway section might look like
and what types of.

01:31:38Construction activities might be required, we don't yet know, especially since we haven't selected
what we call a preferred alternative of different elements of these improvements, what would be required to
provide them.

01:31:49Widening would only increase specifically include potential shoulders or bike lanes.

01:31:56Plus any impacts coming in from potential new share these paths sidewalks things like that, but the
road itself will not be wide enough to provide any additional through lanes.

01:32:04The goal is to keep one through lane in each direction to keep it as constricted as possible, which
also helps keep speeds down, but then it specific intersection we could.

01:32:12Specific intersections along the Court or we could.

01:32:16incorporate turn lanes, to make sure the people waiting to make turns out of the way through traffic
which can reduce crash risk understanding that at those locations at intersections there could be more
extensive property impacts, I apologize if I didn't cover every individual point.

01:32:33That you had mentioned, the one thing that I can do is first again call on others from the county from
transportation planning and zoning if there's anything, we would like to add on the development questions.

01:32:44feel free otherwise miss flesh might be i'd be happy to schedule another offline conversation with you.

cathy Fleshman

01:32:49For speed, I mean the more improvements, you make to this road more issues we're gonna have to
speak because the people in two rivers that's one of their biggest is now they're complaining about I mean we
all are put the more proven to make the worst situation we're going to have.

01:33:07And you know if you have a paper bag, you know and get so much in that paper bag you can't keep
sticking more stuff in it and the bill to continue so i'd like to know why they continue to allow building to go on.

01:33:20If we.

01:33:22With the situation as it is now.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:33:26On the point of speed and then I can actually um.
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01:33:30y'all i'll try to discuss in just a little bit more detail about speeds, you are correct that changes to the
roadway can.

01:33:38Sometimes, result in people being encouraged to travel at higher speeds.

01:33:44When you have those shoulders those bike lanes when the roadway feels a little bit wider you maybe
you do a little bit of clearing it feels more open.

01:33:51The goal of the design, that would be incorporated into a future capital project, not necessarily in what
we're calling this concept level design or planning level study.

01:34:01would be to provide specific design elements like carbon gutter signing other streetscapes elements
relocation of some of the lighting that you're talking about so it looks like in a certain way that encourages.

01:34:13Lower speeds, so we try to match the compatibility of the needs to provide those shoulders for bike
compatibility bike lanes paths and sidewalks.

01:34:21With the design of the roadway that actually makes it feel like you're going too fast and it actually
encourages people to slow down.

01:34:27using other physical elements that are considered in the realm of what we call traffic calming or
speed management.

01:34:33Other design features and intersections that will help people keep their speeds down there really is
no perfect solution and.

01:34:39We wouldn't really get into that until the end of the study once we go into the engineering design
phase of a future capital project, at which point you everyone else in this meeting with us this evening.

01:34:49Other members of the public elected officials and other communities can provide input on the
engineering design process, what do you want that road to look like you can actually look at the individual
details and provide more input.

01:34:59On what you think makes sense and what you don't that would be some other time down the line, but
at least it's another opportunity as we.

01:35:07aim to keep as we mentioned in the presentation trying to keep those speeds down, where we are
currently seeing issues we understand that the constituents in the area, some of your neighbors folks into
rivers.

01:35:18Anyone living in this area, might be experiencing concerns related to speed and how it impacts crash
risk.

cathy Fleshman

01:35:24And who's paying for all all these improvements, is it the developer, or is this going to be taxpayers.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:35:30That I wouldn't be able to answer at this time that's something we can look into part of that might
depend on the schedule for certain.
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01:35:36developer improvements developer projects when they come in relative to some of the
recommendations coming out of this study.

01:35:42I don't want to give you a wrong answer but that's something we'll look into and post in the answers to
the questions on the website and you and I can also have another conversation on that, when we have more
information to share.

01:35:53Margaret Chi Ziegler I don't want to put you on the spot, because it's there anything on development
related topics that you wanted to add.

Margaret Kaii-Ziegler - OPZ

01:36:00um well.

01:36:02So i'm Margaret sigler i'm in the office of transportation and i'm I head up a new section that's been
created that does transportation review for development review.

01:36:16Just a couple things because it's very complicated and what you're talking about is really adequate
public facilities.

01:36:23Which is our adequate public facilities ordinance in terms of schools in terms of roads.

01:36:29Help projects get approved the two rivers project is up a plan unit development a PD so it was
planned and approved number of years ago and it's being developed in phases so as you're seeing different
pieces of it develop it was something that was.

01:36:50conceptually approved a number of years ago, so it's not that we're approving pieces of it as it comes
along it's actually something that had been approved before and it's just now being implemented.

cathy Fleshman

01:37:04Okay, if the work that my point is that we agree to a senior development back here, we did not agree
to multigenerational and neither did any of those seniors who bought into that project.

01:37:16So the more building that the county allows the more issues is going to bring to us and there's just a
solution to fixing it, I mean it's out of hand this is crazy.

Margaret Kaii-Ziegler - OPZ

01:37:26you're what you're talking about is this are out of put public facilities requirements, so there was a and
it has to do with schools and I don't want to have sideline this meeting, talking about APS.

01:37:39I would be happy to discuss it with you, maybe offline on the side, or if anybody else wants to.

01:37:45Because it is pretty complicated, and it would take a little while to explain it but.

01:37:52I don't know I see lori just came on board, you want to.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc

01:37:55yeah my name is lori roads i'm the deputy chief administrative officer for land use, under the.
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01:38:00county executive pittman's office there was a town hall back in May of 2020 where I kind of provided
the residents of two rivers, with some history, about how this two rivers project came about.

01:38:16For those who work did not get a chance to participate in that meeting i'll be happy to share the
information that I provided them to talk about decisions that were made.

01:38:28During prior administrations that led to the approval of this development with this one way in one way
out road, there were zoning changes and.

01:38:38Many things that occurred, but they did obtain their approvals and under the pitman administration we
are the ones that need to try to find solutions to make.

01:38:49This road safer, but it's not something that's simple to do because of all of the things that were
pointed out in the presentation there's flooding climate change we're going to see more flooding.

01:39:03they're seeing it going to Stuart roads, so the purpose of this study really extends from that town hall
meeting that was held in.

01:39:14Where I talked about, you know how staff and planning and zoning were overruled by leadership at
that time to allow this.

01:39:22property which was originally zone are a rural agricultural which would allow one dwelling unit for 20
acres it's now our two, and so we can't go back and change those approvals that that were already made.

01:39:39As Margaret had has indicated a PD of 2000 units can be built over a number of years 20 or more
years, and so the approvals were obtained the pitman administration now holds the bag for trying to figure out
how to use taxpayer dollars.

01:40:01To find more better improvements to make it safer, but it's very challenging to try to figure out in this
this meeting what a second.

01:40:13Access would look like and then also yes, we do have to look at the school and and figure out what
that safety is going to be what that mitigation will be.

01:40:23On the road, so I mean that's just the honest answer about the two rivers development i'd be happy to
talk to anyone offline if you want to have additional additional conversation about the information that I share
back in 2020.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:40:40Thanks so much lori and thanks Margaret for contributing and providing that valuable insight.

01:40:45As they mentioned happy to have more offline conversations we can provide more clarity with a little
bit more of a free schedule, given that we're scheduled until 9pm tonight.

01:40:54As I mentioned in the chat will try to get to answering some of those questions in the chat directly
responding in text as we try to get to your questions with those who have your virtual hands raise.

01:41:05Anything that we don't get to we'll make sure to post on the project website you'll be all be notified
when that's available, so you can make sure you get a Thor response, but with That being said, Raymond
Donnelly.
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Raymond Donnelly

01:41:20Thank you so i'm going to ask a very direct question because I haven't heard addressed, yet I, so I
am a new homeowner in two rivers as well, I was directly affected by the closure that happened on Sunday
afternoon late.

01:41:38Again it underscore the fact that you know, there is only really one access way to two rivers.

01:41:46And you know, like like every like my neighbors I was stuck sitting in my car for an hour and a half to
two hours you know, without an alternative access.

01:41:56In terms of a you know, and I am in favor as I think many of my co owners here in two rivers have
multiple access routes i'm in favor of.

01:42:06You you all developing a an access route from the far Western end of conway road which I hadn't
thought of previously makes a lot of sense, but it seems to me.

01:42:17Many of us, if not all of us into rivers could have got home with without you know with a lot less stress
if there was completion of that small section at the end of.

01:42:30Two rivers boulevard which basically trunk case at the circle, if that were connected to Meijer station
road.

01:42:39That is the shortest amount of land that you know it seems to me in terms of an actual physical
development that would be the easiest to accomplish so is that an option and where's that at.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:42:52We haven't looked at that, specifically in terms of this assessment, who are still in the general phase
of looking at the potential different connections, but Margaret I see you unmuted if you have additional insight
on that.

Margaret Kaii-Ziegler - OPZ

01:43:04The next the last phase of two rivers that is under review, right now, currently has an emergency
access it was required by the fire department that would connect to fire station road.

01:43:17it's not planned as a public road or an access to the development currently it is, but it is an
emergency access to the Community.

Raymond Donnelly

01:43:29For something that's simply a few hundred yards, it seems to me that would be the least problematic
to to implement physically.

01:43:36And then, again, you know even as an interim solution until an arundel county can devise you know,
an alternate route, you know from the Western side of conway road.

01:43:47Anyway, that's my two cents.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.
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01:43:50Now Thank you so much, Mr Donnelly, I appreciate you raising those points, and we can certainly
look more into that potential connection and given what.

01:43:59Margaret is declared just mentioned about that emergency access we'll just continue looking into that
a little bit more detail and you'll see more information on a decision of what that could look like or whether or
not that's feasible some time through the end of the study period.

01:44:17jamming your own I apologize if I didn't pronounce your name correctly feel free to unmute.

Bob Mignon

01:44:22Okay, thank you very much, first of all, for having this meeting.

01:44:27But you know, for many years, my husband, I have lived in this county and we've we've been involved
in these kinds of development type things before my concern is this I.

01:44:37appreciate everything you're doing for us, and I can appreciate the limitations of the county executive,
but the real issue always comes down to.

01:44:47money and we need to move rapidly on this, I did put this in the chat but I can't stress enough i'm also
a teacher when those school buses.

01:44:57are rolling down that road, every morning, if you think people were mad now they're going to be
furious then you're cannot get in and out of it you've got a load those kids on an auto buses and parents are
going to be behind.

01:45:11Trying to load their children in and out of their cars we're at I gotta say this, and I can't say it and I
don't know who you want me to talk to, and I don't want an offline chat I want.

01:45:25Because you are representatives on this level, and I know what a fine job you do, by the way,
because I did a small area plan with your department long ago.

01:45:34it's got to be the political people who want me to cast that vote, who get in here and find a way to find
the money to get this done.

01:45:43Miss flashman raise the issue before regarding the lights that you know they're going to be dead
people like how many people have to die, first because becomes the question.

01:45:55How much do we put up with if our fire this we will repair brush fire and must have just missed before
they cut us off, but all roads lead to that circle.

01:46:06So how many elderly people, we have to be a little elderly ourselves, you know.

01:46:11How many people are going to not be able to get out in time, because the road is blocked or the fire
department can come, I mean the human cost of this is so high.

01:46:23That what i'm asking is I I know you want to have offline chance I don't want an offline chat I want you
to go back and say they want a public meeting.

01:46:32And they want to put pressure on everybody involved, and that includes the developer, who could, by
the way, be required to continue to pay impact fees.
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01:46:43After all, the he pulls out of here because he is impacted us so much after all Laurel park.

01:46:49which really doesn't impact anybody that much anymore still pays impact fees to that area of the
county so that's my comment, and again I think you and I hope everybody will remember this come voting time
if they don't step up and help us thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:47:06I appreciate you raising the point and I apologize for not getting to that beforehand on your point and
Miss fleischmanns point on the roadway overhead lighting Poles.

01:47:15The fact that they are so close to the road generally is from a safety perspective, yes, I completely
agree the county in the state completely agree that type of design does present a lot of crash risk.

01:47:25At the time, and I know there are folks from pw on the call feel free to.

01:47:30provide additional insight if there's anything that I missed, and there are folks from the traffic
engineering division within dp w who unfortunately we're not able to join tonight who can provide additional
information on that specifically.

01:47:42At the time that they were installed, there were likely or definitely worse specific standards regulations
policies and guidelines that inform where they're installed, they were likely very different at the time,
depending on when that actually occurred.

01:47:57In the process of doing that type of design and construction for roadway lighting, sometimes, for
better or worse, in this case in the perception and the actuality of the higher level of crash risk.

01:48:12There can be applications for design exceptions in order to say, for example, make sure that we get a
light Pole and where we feel we need better visibility at night.

01:48:20But there's features along the roadside that prevented from being either installed farther away from
the road at a different point along the road there's a lot of details that we couldn't necessarily get into.

01:48:30Tonight, it would take.

01:48:31Another good amount of time and take away from the opportunity for others to respond that's
generally what goes into it, we try to avoid those design exceptions wherever possible and follow the
standards, making sure that we protect motorists from those lights.

01:48:45As part of our assessment we are looking into these lights and detail to see what we can do to
relocate them by putting in things like paths.

01:48:55shoulders, they will be moved farther from the traveling but unfortunately that's part of the
engineering design process even relocating those lights before any other changes occur does take a little bit
of time.

01:49:06it's not as fast as say putting in a traffic sign or upgrading payment markings that might take 1690 120
days.

01:49:12It goes through a design process that could take six months or more, we can try to expedite that as
soon as possible, and the more that you reach out to us pushing for those things, the faster that we can get it
done.
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01:49:22If you were to send us a message from your community to say it's not just me saying this.

01:49:26it's me my neighbors these hundreds of people to say, this is a problem and it's in writing it pushed it
puts more pressure on us to make sure that we're doing the best we can.

01:49:36and make them more visible to try to address that problem as soon as possible, it unfortunately
doesn't resolve the problem that you're bringing up.

01:49:43Right now, but we're going to do the best that we can to try to work with communities, before any
action is taken to encourage people to keep their speeds down be more vigilant, be more aware at night.

01:49:55Just anything that we can do to work with you on safe driving and travel practices, not a perfect
solution, but we will do what we can and I look forward to continuing to work with you.

01:50:04On that on questions related to funding developer impact fees things like that I can't get into those in
detail Those are questions for a PC on the office of transportation who probably have more information on the
budget process, making sure that we can get this capital projects.

01:50:24or a capital project proposed as part of the county's budget as soon as possible so improvements that
do take multiple years to get in we can consider something like.

01:50:33Doing pieces, which can be quicker but doesn't address all of the needs along the corridor trying to
find different strategies to address those as quickly as possible.

01:50:41Lastly, and then i'll try to move on to others, and I apologize everyone's patients who are waiting to
ask questions and provide other comments.

01:50:49On the school, one of the driving factors of the schedule of this project was trying to get it started and
completed.

01:50:55as quickly as possible we're our goal is to finish it within the next couple of months that way we can
try to move really quickly and get something started some interim small changes started.

01:51:07and hopefully as much done to improve conditions in the area before the school goes in that was one
of the driving factors that making sure that we can try to account for that school bus traffic both.

01:51:17to and from the school bus turnaround concerns that were raised in the presentation to the end of the
roadway school bus stops and neighborhoods.

01:51:23just trying to see what we can do in all facets related to what we're looking at before the school is
completed, trying to make those things compatible understanding that if the school goes in without some of
those improvements there could be some notable concerns.

01:51:37I feel, like, for the sake of time it's probably best if I don't go into any more detail.

01:51:42Is there anyone here from the office of transportation who might be able to provide more insight on
the funding related issues i'll give just a minute for that and then we'll move on.

Margaret Kaii-Ziegler - OPZ

01:51:55So I don't know if anyone's from transportation is here, but I can tell you that.
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01:52:00The study is the first step of putting something into the VIP wants to study is done it's easier to put a
project into the CFP for funding.

01:52:08But until you've done the study it you don't normally put it into a tip without having some kind of
background information done first and that's essentially what the step is.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:52:18Thanks Margaret I appreciate that additional insight.

01:52:23And I thank you again for your questions and comments.

01:52:27i'm moving on to the next raised hand David finkelstein.

David Finkelstein

01:52:39And Okay, thank you, this day.

01:52:43I particularly wanted my question the war he rose.

01:52:49Can you tell us where things stand with the just deep landfill because, obviously, if.

01:52:55it's going to be a disaster this thing is built up here with all the problems we have now and then you
don't need about 750 trucks a day.

01:53:05that's 1500 trips in and out of those trucks way 70,000 pounds one loaded it's going to be an absolute
disaster and with the school will be even worse is one of those trucks flips over tell us what what's happening
with this thing already.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc

01:53:22Well, I have not been directly involved with that case, but I understand the board of appeals close the
case and left it for the land use attorneys to submit their closing arguments.

01:53:35As you know, the county recommended denial of the time extension variance so if the board of
appeals denies that variants that means this case is done, they will not be able to proceed with their special
exception md he has.

01:53:52indicated to the county that they are going to review the environmental permit.

01:53:59Based on the State requirements and they're not going to put that on hold, while they're trying to get a
time extension variants through the county so those two processes are separate.

01:54:10Empty he did approve the phase three I believe that's phase three of five phases, but i'm not focused
on the M D process i'm more concerned about the outcome.

01:54:23Of the time extension, because that is what's needed to breathe life into that special exception, and
as far as i'm concerned the applicant has not.

01:54:34obtained fee simple access of conway road, which was one of the conditions on the 1993 approval of
the special exception so until they can do that which that's the side of the the former, I mean the future school.
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01:54:53I don't believe they will ever be able to meet all of the conditions of the special exception that that's
my opinion on that.

David Finkelstein

01:55:00case but I certainly hope you're right, because if that thing ever gets built 750 trucks at we're at
70,000 pounds each you think your problems up here now, this is Kenny city compared what that's what a
day.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc

01:55:15I mean they can get all of their phases of the M D approval, but until they get their zoning approval
which they do not have they needed zoning certificate of use, which they do not possess.

01:55:30that's what they need to operate and they don't have that.

David Finkelstein

01:55:33So I wouldn't get too hung up on me.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc

01:55:37Okay.

01:55:42All right, thank you you're welcome.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:55:45I appreciate the questions on those development related issues, one thing I did want to highlight is
that.

01:55:51To reiterate something that I mentioned earlier, is that the goal is to try to incorporate for potential
changes to the area and best accommodate the transportation system design for that future.

01:56:03Community layout other developments coming in.

01:56:08Not necessarily mentioning anything specific but conversations on how does other things might come
in is not directly tied to this, what I would like to do to make sure we can get as much input on the project
specifically as possible.

01:56:19is to make sure that we can note that those things were raised and try to provide more information
and other opportunities for discussion.

01:56:26on those points, but for now, the primary goal, and I appreciate everyone's understanding and
flexibility on that is just to focus on the process of the study that we're currently going through.

01:56:35The Thank you very much for that, but I do appreciate you mentioning that, as we understand that it's
a very sensitive topic steph s.

Steph S

01:56:46Hello.
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01:56:47Thank you for the call and everything tonight, this is wonderful very informative So my question is I
haven't heard anybody bring up on the chat about the web and a trail my husband and I were both runners
and cyclists and we absolutely love the trail we utilize it all the time.

01:57:09And so I was wondering about.

01:57:13The intersection at patuxent road with the wp and a trail is a big pedestrians and cyclists crossing and
cars just fly on by there.

01:57:26Is this project, taking into account some of those pedestrian crossings and then also with some of the
other potential maybe access roads will they be crossing over the web and a trail making for more pedestrian
vehicle crossings so that's all thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

01:57:47i'll try to provide a couple of points and then.

01:57:50Brian Lang not to try to put you on the spot, but I know you've been i've been talking about this quite
a bit, but it might be helpful for you to provide a couple of other points that I might miss.

01:57:58on points of additional crossings we haven't gotten to that point in exactly understanding.

01:58:04What might happen with future access points to the corridor and how that would interplay with the
future layout of the web and a trial itself, even though the On your first point, even though the study is primarily
focused on the comedy rope cord or as we mentioned.

01:58:22The project team us with the county the state and our consultant, with a calm have looked at.

01:58:28Some of those other potential or ongoing safety issues and other concerns related to the web and a
trail web and a trail crossings on patuxent road.

01:58:37As you mentioned, it is a concern there crossings there, there are police reported crashes that have
we've.

01:58:44noted at that location and trying to find ways to improve safety, their understanding what types of
crashes are happening.

01:58:52What times of day times of year and getting into a little bit more of the details, there are ways that we
can try to improve the quality of that crossing to reduce the level of conflict.

01:59:01improve the level of safety for everyone, make it a more comfortable environment for both motorists.

01:59:06and pedestrians and bicyclists using the trail we can't necessarily get into specifics tonight, but there
are different ways.

01:59:13That we can try to improve the safety of that location through the engineering design process, there
are certain things that we can do their low cost low cost.

01:59:21Quick hit elements through operations and maintenance budget that the county has that can provide.

01:59:26some level of improvement that's not necessarily meant to be permanent condition or ideal to solve
all the problems.
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01:59:32Nothing that we do is going to solve all the problems that it's at least trying to get a first step in there
and then through the rest of the design process other recommendations coming out of the study we can come
up with more notable.

01:59:44Design physical features.

01:59:47That would hopefully help improve the performance.

01:59:50Of that location.

01:59:52Brian is there anything that you believe I might have missed there.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

01:59:58I folks my name is Brian lying i'm an engineer, with a calm part of the consultant team.

02:00:05Adam I think you nailed it with your response there I don't have a whole lot to add other than just to re
emphasize that you know.

02:00:12The feedback that we're getting signed is really fantastic I really do appreciate everyone who's joined
to share these thoughts because really this is sort of the the foundational.

02:00:22moment, as we work towards developing potential enhancements you know for things related to
traffic operations pedestrian bicycle safety all these things so.

02:00:32You know we're going to take all this input from from you all and use that to then develop potential
solutions to address some of these issues so.

02:00:40You know our goal really is to learn tonight use that information that we learn to then develop
potential solutions and then we'll bring those solutions to you all at another time.

02:00:53In the near future, most likely a similar meeting like this, where we will lay out and really kind of show
you what the sort of ideas and we come up with our so yeah definitely appreciate this feedback and you'll be
seeing some results in the near future.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:01:09Thanks so much Brian appreciate that.

02:01:15See and Mr holman I know that you said you were looking to provide additional insight and I know
that you've been waiting for a while, I just wanted to make sure that those who haven't had a chance to speak,
yet have a chance to provide some input, I will come to you.

02:01:26And Mr finkelstein if your hand is still up and you do have additional points i'll come back to you as
well, however, if either of you don't have anything more to add, please make sure to use the raise hand
feature to take your hand down so we know who to focus on.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:01:41Go ahead dawn.

Dawn Thomas, Rec and Parks, AA Count
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02:01:42Sorry, I didn't know he saw that I.

02:01:46unmuted myself, I was hoping, I could just answer a little bit about the web and a trail i'm don Thomas
with recreation and parks and we are looking forward to kicking off at the bridge construction next month,
there are no additional crossings of the web and a trail planned it is.

02:02:06portions of it are protected by program open space funding.

02:02:12So there are three driveways that near the conway road area that have use of the former railroad
right away the trail area, which is also known as bloggers rose in that area.

02:02:26And our I wanted to share that the transportation engineering division of the department of public
works is looking at the intersection of the production road and the trail.

02:02:39Due to the issues that have been raised and they're going to have a consultant review the location
and develop enhancements for safety, thank you.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:02:50Thanks so much john for providing that additional clarification, one thing that I wanted to highlight.

02:02:58Regarding the web and a trail is there is an ongoing plan to provide a connection to the portion of the
trail in Prince george's county in order to provide a longer trail.

02:03:06That also, as some of you have mentioned further emphasizes the need for us.

02:03:10To improve the level of safety at the existing crossings, making sure that as we potentially see activity
on the trail grow which we'd love to see people walking and biking out and about in the county.

02:03:20Active transportation finding other ways to get around staying healthy that enabled us to continue
working with you longer everyone.

02:03:28feeling good and staying positive, there is a public meeting coming up for that project on April 5 i'm
going to post a link in the chat so you can find more information about that.

02:03:41Project give me just one second to do that if you have any issues accessing that link feel free to let
me know in the chat.

02:03:49i'm moving on becky Davis.

Becky Davis

02:03:54All right, good evening, I just wanted to make a comment about the flooding, I wanted to encourage
the the study team to continue looking at those points of flooding along.

02:04:07Along patuxent I know that that con was the focus but part of the issue, I think, with with
transportation along conway is that the I have a second grader and she takes the bus every day to find the
orchard, and so.

02:04:22i'm wondering if if the flooding issues that that are we're starting to see on on conway are but but are
dramatically seen on patuxent are going to be part of the study.
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02:04:34And you know when I asked my daughter's bus driver, what do you do when the road is closed for
flooding on patuxent.

02:04:42i'm assuming that that that bus was rerouted across route three but actually no she is told to drive
through the flood so.

02:04:52i'm not sure how that's safe but that's, that is what she reported and I witnessed, so I think it's it's
definitely a concern as before the school is built, you know as students are transported on the buses to and
from piney orchard.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:05:09Thank you so much for raising those points it's a little concerning to hear that the bus drivers are
driving to this little roadways it is dangerous i'm not necessarily condoning anything specific so i'm not.

02:05:20going to provide any more insight on that, but it can be concerning generally from a safety
perspective, as you mentioned.

02:05:27Regarding the flooding itself, independent of the ideas that we're trying to come up with an alternate
connections this study.

02:05:35As you saw on the presentation and can review on the project web page when information is posted
online.

02:05:41talks about the general issues related to flooding, as we mentioned the frequency of flooding the
locations where it's seen most.

02:05:48trying to get more of your input on where you're seeing those issues and, as you highlighted you're
seeing it on conway and pathak since we appreciate you reiterating those concerns.

02:05:56In order to kind of further dive into that a little bit the study itself will not necessarily do detailed
calculations of what the extent of flooding is.

02:06:05And how to mitigate it, but the recommendations in the study will say that there is a need to allocate
budget, and there can be.

02:06:12A portion of what will be a planning or concept level cost estimate, a very high level with some margin
of error cost estimate for what some improvements are all these improvements what that could cost in order to
get them done through a capital project in the future in this tip.

02:06:28Once something like this potentially goes into a future capital project that as part of that engineering
design process, we would have to do a more detailed assessment of those locations that flood.

02:06:38figuring out what might be contributing to them, whether it's low roadway roadside features.

02:06:44combinations of lots of different factors and then run a set of calculations, to determine what needs to
be done to potentially redesign the roadway.

02:06:51to account for those specific issues we don't have any details at this time, but that's something that
one we can.
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02:06:58look into as part of the future capital project and to that the public will be able to stay involved in every
stage of a project once it begins in the future, there will be multiple stages of public input, so you can be part
of that conversation as well, and continue to share that information.

02:07:16i'm amanda de Maria.

Amanda DiMaria

02:07:19yeah actually this is her husband she registered for for us.

02:07:25So.

02:07:26there's I guess a roadway or an access way between the 55 and older community as well as the
woodlands Community that is not going to be completely connected.

02:07:39And as a safety issue, I think it should actually that roadway should connect between the two
communities and I don't know who we need to talk to to make that happen.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:07:54Thank you for mentioning that again in terms of talking about specific details about that I.

02:08:00don't want to provide any incorrect information and understand that sometimes it can be frustrating
for offline conversations, but we'll make sure that that's noted and try to provide some additional detail.

02:08:10As we compile responses to questions and additional clarification on comments, but thank you for
raising that point.

Amanda DiMaria

02:08:17You know, who I need to talk to about that.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:08:21Your best bet actually probably start through me any questions that come up that we can't get to in
detail tonight.

02:08:29You can feel free to use my contact information send me an email or give me a call it's on the project
web page and i'll also re enter it in the chat.

02:08:38Even if i'm not the best person to answer that question, I will make sure to acknowledge that I got
your information, got your questioning your request and get you in touch with the people who can provide that
information to you.

Amanda DiMaria

02:08:49Thanks Adam.

02:08:50i'm happy to have all that information.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.
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02:08:52Sure thanks so much appreciate it Jim home in something else that you wanted to add.

Jim Holman

02:08:58Well, yes i'm appreciate the time again.

02:09:03In quick answer to the hiker bike trail it talks to the speed limit at home, but toxin rate is 35 miles an
hour in that general area.

02:09:12There have been several times, where i've gone down the route under the speed limit at 30 only to
have people not utilize the STOP signs on the hike and bike trail and just come straight out in the red stop sign
to there for a reason.

02:09:26Secondly, I agree with ramin put a bridge over patuxent road, so that the individuals who used a hiker
biker trail are not inconvenienced, especially during rush hour, you know they can be sitting at desktops i'm
waiting and it is not safe The other thing Meyer station road.

02:09:49When john's tomato and two rivers projects came to our Community.

02:09:56It was clearly specified to us that there would be one entrance into two rivers one emergency
entrance for the fire trucks.

02:10:06I live on fire station right and as now, we have a lot of traffic and again we appreciate people coming
down and join the beauty of our street in our neighborhood.

02:10:18The last thing we want is hundreds and hundreds of cars to be using Meyer station as a bypass when
it wasn't that way before.

02:10:27And we do enjoy and love our Community, the way it is We also appreciate our neighbors at two
rivers, but why should we be inconvenience, because the developer failed on their part.

02:10:40To make sure they're have proper access in and out of the theater.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:10:47Thanks so much, oh no, thank you appreciate that similar to a lot of those other access questions
related to development.

02:10:56I hate to provide you that what might unfortunately feel like a cop out answer but I don't want to give
you any incorrect information if there are others on the call.

02:11:03From the county who could provide more insight on that specific issue feel free to unmute it five more
information on.

02:11:11Your point regarding the safety of those trail crossings, we certainly understand that some type of
alternative.

02:11:18Facility could be safer from a crash risk perspective, there are many different things that could be
done to improve the safety and, yes, one of the items in our toolbox that.

02:11:28could be considered, but I don't want to get your hopes up is Gray separating those crossings, there
are a lot of other factors.
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02:11:38That go into those types of decisions.

02:11:41Lessons learned from around the State, a lot of other counties in the area have come on in our
region.

02:11:48Across Maryland and even beyond have considered ideas like that for trail crossings elevated
sidewalk crossings in many different types of scenarios urban, rural and everything in between trails.

02:12:01neighborhood sidewalks and they do provide that benefit of physically separating the trail users from
traffic, so there is no conflict.

02:12:12They do present some issues related to personal safety where when you're on that structure if there's
something that happens on that structure if or whether it's a tunnel underneath the roadway.

02:12:22You could get stuck there could be a lot of things that happen that's, not to say that that would totally
prevent us from considering that but it's one thing to take into account.

02:12:31Given the nature of the area that construction that would be required could result in additional
environmental impacts sensitive species water resources, it tends to be a much higher cost that's, not to say
that we want to.

02:12:44Put that high cost as a higher priority than people's personal safety, that is, the county's number one
priority is your personal safety and trying to address them as much as possible.

02:12:53The goal of looking at those are different alternatives is trying to determine.

02:12:57What the best cost benefit is where we can make the crossing as safe as possible, make sure it's
cost effective make sure.

02:13:03That it can be done quickly it's sustainable for the future, but then still even after improvements are
done in the future, still looking at other alternatives to further improve conditions and keep an eye on things
moving forward.

02:13:18On either of those points Is there anyone else from the a calm team, the county or the state that
wanted to provide more insight.

02:13:24Or has anything to add on any of the other questions or comments those far related to traffic safety
development questions, although I would recommend that they'd be brief speeds environmental issues
alternate road connections streetlights the round about.

02:13:41Any other thoughts or concerns from the project team that you wanted to add.

02:13:47Not to put anyone on the spot just wanted to make sure I didn't miss anything or trying to fill in the
gaps here.

Lori Rhodes, County Executive's Ofc

02:13:53Now, I just want to let everyone know that I am looking at the chat and I am actually taking pictures of
the comments, so that I can have conversations when I return to work tomorrow.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.
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02:14:07Thank you lori appreciate that all of the content in this meeting, both between the chat audio video
the shared presentation will all be saved, as part of the complete transcript.

02:14:17I want to reiterate something that I mentioned in the chat earlier, I was not able to simultaneously
track items in the chat and try to answer questions as well.

02:14:27So what I would like to do is make sure that we will provide answers to every individual question or try
to address other concerns that need clarification.

02:14:35When we provide that compile document that will go on the project web page after the end of the
public comment period with that information so your specific individual questions can be answered we're not
going to leave anything on touched.

02:14:48Is there anyone else anyone here on the call from the project team or otherwise from the
communities.

02:14:56Community representatives or leadership, would like to add anything for the conversation we do have
this zoom call available until 9pm and i'm happy to stay on if you'd like to.

02:15:07raise points if other people are logging off and you want to have that small feel that small group
working group type of feeling happy to help with that as well, but at nine o'clock, we will have to close the
zoom room.

02:15:27William rossiter.

William Rossiter

02:15:33Thank you, I just wanted to maybe expand upon what one of the earlier participants had suggested
visa V.

02:15:43Changing the emergency exit that's being planned for the far end of two rivers boulevard that is going
to connect with.

02:15:51fire station road and changing that into a regular traffic artery.

02:15:56And then somebody else also said well you know that's that's fine, but you know I live on Meyer
station road and we're not keen on seeing a lot of traffic new traffic appearing on that road.

02:16:06seems to me the ideal solution, although would involve additional cost would be to extend that road
due east of Meijer station road, in other words have it cross Meyer station road and you could accomplish that
with a traffic circle.

02:16:24To make things flow a little better, and then have that road cross the little patuxent river and hook up
with route three at a point south of where conway road hooks up with route three that way you've got two
independent exits from the two rivers neighborhood that are totally.

02:16:47You know, separated from each other and there's really no way a single accident could shut down
both of those.

02:16:57eeg races from the neighborhood simultaneously obviously that would involve the construction of a
bridge.
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02:17:04It would also involve connecting it, you know building an intersection at route three or with one of
those industrial park roads that come off of the West side of route three already but.

02:17:17At least, then you would have to fully functioning exits from the neighborhood that could not be
impacted by the same traffic accident.

02:17:27Just a thought.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:17:28Absolutely no, we appreciate you mentioning that kind of along the same lines as similar points
raised.

02:17:34Earlier, acknowledging those challenges that's kind of what unfortunately makes those ideas that
could really provide so much benefit.

02:17:43To all of the communities in this area, but come with so many challenges, particularly in this area
between environmental issues costs.

02:17:52and other restrictions that make these things kind of tough, even in areas that have fewer
environmental considerations historic and scenic related needs cultural resources it's still a great challenge to
do something like that well we're going to certainly.

02:18:08Leave that on the table, I apologize if I missed some of your points and trying to take some notes and
answer some questions as well.

02:18:17and trying to make sure that we account for everything you.

02:18:21Provided insight on.

02:18:24But we'll make sure that we can get a thorough and more detailed response in the official record that
goes on the project website.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:18:38Brian land.

02:18:39Are you.

02:18:40Thinking about possibly sharing some additional information related to that.

02:18:45And for those on the call real quick Brian before we move on, if you don't mind, please muting
yourself, unless you raise your hand or use the raise hand feature to speak, and we really appreciate your
cooperation, thanks so much.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:19:05yeah Adam I was thinking if folks wanted to hang on I could.

02:19:09bring an aerial map up and we could talk a little bit more about some of these.

02:19:11possible access options.
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02:19:14Just.

02:19:15Maybe have a visual to go along with this discussion.

02:19:18A lot of really good ideas being shared tonight so just wanted to thought, maybe we could highlight
some of these two.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:19:27we're still on if you'd like to stay on you're more than welcome to stay and be part of the discussion as
we share some more information on these connections.

02:19:34If you prefer to drop off again.

02:19:37Thank you for coming We appreciate you being here feel free to reach out.

02:19:42at any time.

02:19:43we're here to answer questions you can feel free to reach out to me directly, just to make it easy and I
will final questions and comments to others on the project team who can provide more information than I can.

02:19:51or i'll do my best to answer your questions, but if you're interested in.

02:19:55Seeing more information.

02:19:56On some of these connections and other idea that we're talking about feel.

02:19:59free to hang on and we'll share some more with.

02:20:01You go ahead, Brian whenever you're ready.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:20:03Hopefully, you can see my screen here.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:20:07Not not quite yet, at least on my end.

02:20:10Okay, not yet.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:20:18We try this.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:20:19While you're doing that Brian again if you don't mind for those who are still on.

02:20:24The would appreciate, if you wouldn't mind stay muted, unless you.

02:20:29Unless you.
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02:20:29Use the raise hand feature thanks so much for your cooperation, I apologize not trying to make
anything personal but just wanted to make sure that we can all see and hear everything that's going on, so
thanks for your understanding.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:20:44me try this again real quick sure.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:20:46Thanks everyone for your patience, as we try to get the visual up on the screen and thanks for.

02:20:49Your help Brian.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:20:52Share screen.

02:21:03Are you able to see it now.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:21:05not yet it was up for just a second, and then we lost it.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:21:16about now.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:21:18there's something loading so, at least on my screen, I can see a Google earth satellite view that
shows the quarter and the project.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:21:25Excellent I can see if he nods and smiles are good appreciate your patience, Sir yeah so let's let's
just talk real quick about some of these central access ideas.

02:21:34You know, again Adams are done a great job highlighting the challenges that we're facing I mean it's.

02:21:39A very unique situation that we have on our hands here I mean, obviously we recognize the need for
potential additional access, but in order to provide that access we really have.

02:21:50A pretty loaded deck against us, you know it's been mentioned the potential for property impacts
certainly a high potential for impact to sensitive natural resources.

02:22:01You know there's a whole number of issues related to the cultural sensitivity of this area with historic
properties scenic and historic roads.

02:22:11And, of course, you know we're really kind of bound not only by these two rivers, the little toxin toxin
but we've also got.
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02:22:20boundaries of the CSS i'm sorry, excuse me, this is the Amtrak railroad line and then even beyond to
the West we've also got the toxin refuge.

02:22:30So you know and even throw into it we've got a pretty significant electrical transmission corridor
running through the heart of the area, so again.

02:22:39there's a lot to understand and assess, but certainly you know we're not going to let that prevent us
from really trying to look in.

02:22:47Consider all reasonable and feasible alternatives as we look at these access potential options so.

02:22:54Again, hopefully, on my screen, you can see here towards the top we've got conway road with our
traffic circle here we've got patuxent fire station.

02:23:04fire station coming down over here, and of course i'm trying to circle, if you can see with my cursor.

02:23:10The two rivers development with two rivers boulevard running through the heart of the development
and I think what I heard tonight was a lot of folks asking you know it seems like perhaps relatively.

02:23:24Short extension of two rivers across to Meijer station would be one potential option to consider, and
that is certainly one that we're looking into again recognizing the.

02:23:38The risks and potential impacts associated with that you know, certainly we do recognize that Meijer
station is a senior can store road certainly was.

02:23:48designed to handle a certain amount of traffic that may not have anticipated development like this, so.

02:23:56Definitely some issues to think about not only from the physical impacts, but also from the traffic
operation impacts that would be considered as we assess this but, again, one idea would be looking at that
connection.

02:24:09And my understanding is that the two rivers development owns the parcel of land that sort of down to
the south here sort of bound by Meijer station, I think, fire station.

02:24:21hooks over here to the West so really kind of in this area here, and I believe that the development
plans that were mentioned earlier.

02:24:33One of the ideas, extending two rivers, down to the south, through this parcel accessing additional
homes plan to be built here, and I believe somewhere in here is where that idea of the emergency fire access.

02:24:49is being floated again don't quote me on this, because I know that the development processes is an
ever changing one, but at least, from what I had.

02:24:58learned that that is one potential option so going with that idea if there is an extension, maybe you
know it doesn't go straight across the Meijer station, but rather extends further south.

02:25:11Ultimately, maybe there's an opportunity again, you know we'll have to understand you know what
are the great differentials involved, what are some of the sensitivities that may be here in this mature forested
area.

02:25:24But again, if this road is extended down perhaps there's an opportunity to tied in with this leg of Meijer
station road.
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02:25:33And again looking at a possibility.

02:25:37Certainly, full of potential issues but.

02:25:42If we were to extend Meyer station across little patuxent river, which is that would introduce a
structure crossing tying in here with this, I think this is.

02:25:56This cars came over the name of this one, I apologize.

02:26:01Believe it saw there's crofton and on the other side it's named something like crofton but it's not
exactly croft and.

02:26:07boulevard conquer Thank you that's it, so I knew.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:26:10The second as well, Brian.

Brian Lange (AECOM)

02:26:12Right I knew it was another mother or the start of the sea so.

02:26:16yeah again.

02:26:18significant issues, you can see there's a large pond back here that we would have to try to align the
road to sort of avoid you've got the post office some sort of light industrial complexes I think this is a storage
place.

02:26:35And again, the the the natural the sensitivities with the water resources through here, we know
there's a lot of wetlands floodplains all those things, but again, those are all the things that we're going to try to
assess as we really try to look at at these potential connection ideas.

02:26:51You know it's.

02:26:53can't emphasize enough that we are still very early on in this process, you know a lot of these
assessments are going to be done at a very high level.

02:27:01Just to get an idea of okay well if we did this, this is what it would mean, and this is roughly what the
impacts and costs and risk would be if we did just from here to here, this is what it would mean.

02:27:11And even you know, the idea of looking at a westward extension is something that we can we thought
about as a team, something that will discuss certainly anytime you have a crossing of rail line presents a
significant number of factors to consider.

02:27:30So, but again it's still something that will will look at document try to understand it as we look for
opportunities to move forward, I believe some folks may have even suggested a extension of, say, the
production Ridge northward up to patuxent road.

02:27:50Those are also some things we might be able to look at maybe there's some other alignments that
could connect up to production road again all things that will will investigate.
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02:28:00And ultimately, what our plan is to you know do a high level assessment put those ideas and thoughts
and risk evaluations into a document and then share those with you as part of the.

02:28:14The process to determine what what really is the best path forward and certainly again, you know we
do recognize the sensitivity of the web and a trail, and this is that crossing location, that we were talking about
earlier where folks had mentioned some safety concerns.

02:28:30So we are certainly cognizant that this is a facility that we really do not want to introduce some other
intersection with as don had mentioned, you know this.

02:28:44This facility definitely has a lot of protection protections given that sort of park light status, and you
know uses by pedestrians and bicyclists so any alignment we do consider most like will look to certainly avoid
crossing the web and a trail.

02:29:03But again yeah that's that's sort of where we are right now all ideas are on the table so anything that
you all have to share that might help us any insights you could offer that's that's really what a what we would
love to receive from you all.

Adam Greenstein, DPW Proj. Mgr.

02:29:18So much for sharing that information, Brian appreciate the additional details and clarification and
some of the idea that we're thinking about.

02:29:25And for everyone, still here just to reiterate what Brian mentioned we're still looking at a lot of different
alternatives, nothing is set in stone.

02:29:32Even after the end of the study, nothing is set in stone, where things can still be modified and change
over time, as the county goes through a project consideration process for a project request process and then
in the future, things would be refined.

02:29:45Just to reiterate what will be involved through the rest of the public involvement process and beyond.

02:29:53To reiterate what I mentioned at the beginning of the meeting, and thank you again for joining us, but
in case you weren't there at the beginning.

02:30:02The public outreach period here the public comment period will end on Friday April 1.

02:30:12I apologize I lost my my train of thought that is the end of the period where we would stop.

02:30:19Adding comments questions and other information provided by all of you into the public record that
goes on the project website to show exactly what every.

02:30:28single item that has been discussed with these communities During this meeting, and through this
month long period that began at the beginning of.

02:30:35March, however, after that time, that does not mean that you do not have the ability to communicate
with us, we are here.

02:30:43to serve you it's exactly what the county is here for your taxpayer dollars go to the work that we do in
order to try to provide these improvements wherever possible it's not an easy process.

02:30:53We can't always meet your needs that we're going to do the best that we can.
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02:30:57after April 1 if you have questions if you have comments you're still more than welcome to reach out
to us i'm happy to discuss them over email or on phone calls with you.

02:31:07We can know that people still have questions and keep a separate record that wouldn't necessarily
be directly incorporated into our final recommendations, but as part of the larger dialogue of the future.

02:31:16Of this area so we're always here at your disposal anytime that you need us to try to at least, to the
best of our abilities answer your questions and address any concerns.

02:31:26That you have I know we're reaching the top of the hour at 9pm is there anything else from the county
project team any of the county projects, the Maryland Department of Transportation a calm the county
executives office anyone else that I missed would like to provide any final thoughts.

02:31:51With That being said, I sincerely appreciate such a large group being here really shows that your
communities are committed to the future of this area, not just the comedy record or the entire area with all of
your communities in the vicinity of the roadway.

02:32:09We really value your input, I cannot emphasize that enough, it might sound like a broken record but
it's really one of the biggest factors that we take into account in formalizing our final recommendations for this
study.

02:32:19Please continue bugging us please continue reaching out that will do more than so many other things
and trying to help us determine what the future of this area will look like from a transportation perspective.

02:32:30thanks again for being here have a good night take care, and we look forward to working with you
soon.


